A Girl’s Best Friend Rescue
Foster Application

Name(s): ______________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: ______________________________ Phone Number: _____________________
Occupation(s):__________________________________________________________________
About Your Household:
How many people, other than yourself, live in your home? ____________________________
How many adults: ____________________ How many children: ________________________
What is the ages of EVERYONE in the household:
______________________________________________________________________________
Do you have children/pet visitors in your home? _____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Who will be the dog’s primary caregiver(s): _________________________________________
Please describe your activity level/lifestyle: _________________________________________
Is your home a:
❏ House
❏ Apartment
Do you:
❏ Rent
❏ Condo
❏ Other - Explain: __________________________
❏ Own
Does your current property have any breed or size restrictions? Y_____ N_____
If yes, please explain:
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Do you have a yard? Y_____ N_____
Describe your yard:

About your pets: How many total pets? _______
Name
Species/Age
Sex
M/F

Fixed
Y/N

M/F

Y/N

M/F

Y/N

Breed

Energy

Is your dog crate trained? Y_____ N_____
*Dog happily goes into crate and is calm when inside. Dog does not protest, bark, or try to break out.

Has your dog shared his home and space with another dog? Y_____ N_____

I let my dog... (please check all that applies)

❏ Greet other dogs on leash
❏ Go to dog parks
❏ Free roam the house
❏ Go on off-leash adventures

(Please check all behaviors that apply to your dog)

❏ Shy/Nervous
❏ Reactive towards dogs/leash
reactive
❏ Barker/whiner
❏ Guard space/toys/people
❏ Overactive/hyper/easily overstimulated

❏ Allowed on furniture
❏ Pushy
❏ Submissive
❏ Friendly/playful
❏ Indifferent with other
dogs/gives them space

How does your dog act around other dogs? Please explain:

Your foster dog has gotten a scratch/cut from playing or getting into a scuffle. How do you
respond?
How would you integrate the new animal with your current pet?
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How would you describe your level of experience with dogs?

❏ Never had a dog
❏ Experience with small dogs
❏ Experience with large dogs
❏ Experience with puppy/ mother
with nursing pups/ unweaned pups
❏ Experience with injured/sick
dogs/administering medication

❏ Experience with senior dogs
❏ Experience with behavioral
✔
problems
❏ Pit/Bully Breeds
✔
❏ Experience with specific breed(s):
✔
_______________________________

How long have you been thinking about fostering and what are your reasons for it?
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Are you able to continue fostering after shelter-in-place is lifted? Y_____ N_____
Are you able/willing to travel for food and supplies that the rescue provides?
_________________________________________________________________________
Do you have a car and are you able to transport your foster to their vet appointments? If
yes, what is your availability? ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What is the longest this dog would normally be left alone? ______________________
Where would this dog be when alone? ______________________________________________

How will the dog get exercised? ___________________________________________________
Are you able to help with basic obedience training? __________________________________
FOSTERING SAVES LIVES

As a foster-based rescue, we could not continue to rescue any animals without people opening their
heart and home. We try our best to pair you with a sustainable match; whether you work full time,
use your free time training for half-marathons, live in a small apartment, or have never owned dogs
before, we can help find a foster-dog for you. We appreciate you!
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